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Title 

Concise and informative. Titles are often used in information-retrieval systems. Avoid 

abbreviations and formulae where possible. Use specific and informative titles with high keyword 

content. Avoid acronyms and subtitles. Not more than 10 content words. 

Author names and affiliations 

The author’s name must be on a separate sheet when submission, the order of authorship should 

be determined, no more change when scheduled. Author name, zip code, and corresponding 

author’s email write in the same page.  

Authors should be: (1) who participated and designed topics, or those involved in the analysis and 

interpretation of data; Participated in the topic and design, or participate in the data analysis and 

interpretation (2) drafting or modifying critical theory papers or other major content provider; (3) 

referring to the views of the editorial department to modify, to reply in academia, and agreed to 

publication. Must meet these three requirements. Other contributors to the study should be 

included in the body of the "Acknowledgements" section. 

All authors should be listed, when the author does not belong to the same unit in the upper right 

corner of the first author's name plus "*", while in the upper left corner of the unit plus the first 

letter of the name "*." 

Abstract 

A concise, factual abstract is required. The abstract must include four parts, which is objective, 

methods, results (the results of the primary data and statistics), and conclusions. Non-standard or 

uncommon abbreviations should be avoided, but, if essential, they must be defined at their first 

mention in the abstract itself. Please use the third person to write and provide an abstract of 150 to 

250 words. 

Keywords 

Please provide 2 to 5 keywords which can be used for indexing purposes. Keywords without 

abbreviations and for each keywords first letter capitalized. Each keyword was separated with a 

";". 

Text 

(1) Introduction: overview of research background, purpose, research ideas, theory, research 

methods, expected results and significance, words generally not more than 500 words.  

(2) Method: describe the selection and the basic information of the research object (including 

controls), the study methods, and observation index. Descript the source, selection criteria, 

exclusion criteria, and general situation of cases and controls. All the researchers (volunteers and 



patients must sign the informed consent). All research staff (volunteers and patients) is required to 

sign an informed consent form. Provide experimental animal names, species, grade, quantity, 

origin, gender, age, weight, feeding conditions, and health status. Drugs and reagents should use 

common name, and explain the source, batch or specifications. If the methods come from the 

literature then should be cited, for new or substantially improved method should clarify the 

improvements and reasons. As for the innovative approach are advised to detail, for others to 

repeat. Finally, specify the statistical methods used. 

(3) Result: the results should be described in order of importance, requiring accurate data, clear 

hierarchy, not to be confused with the discussions. Results data can not only describe derivative 

(such as a percentage), should also give the corresponding absolute value. While the data should 

be statistically processed and show the corresponding result. For example: t = 2.85, P <0.01. 

(4) Discussion: focus on innovation results and conclusions, including the theoretical significance, 

practical value, limitations and its Implications for further research. The results of this study 

should be compared with other related research. Don’t repeat the results have been described in 

the introduction section, don’t list too much literature, and avoid subjective inference. 

Glossary Writing 

Medical terminology: Medical Approval Committee and published professional medical 

terminology prevail, for not published or audited should follow People's Health Publishing House 

"English medical vocabulary" prevails. Unit: legal measurement units and derived units with 

symbols which can be found in the use of the Chinese Medical Association magazine made "legal 

units of measurement applications in medicine (3rd edition). Drug Name: The latest version of the 

“People’s Republic of China Pharmacopoeia” prevails. 

Charts 

Concise, sequentially continuous coded and inserted in the appropriate location. Figure (table) 

should be specific and clear. Use three-line table (the top line, the header line, the bottom line). A 

caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure itself) and a description of the illustration. 

Keep text in the illustrations themselves to a minimum but explain all symbols and abbreviations 

used. Place footnotes to tables below the table body and indicate them with superscript lowercase 

letters. Avoid vertical rules. Be sparing in the use of tables and ensure that the data presented in 

tables do not duplicate results described elsewhere in the article. 

Statistics 

Indicate the specific name of the statistical methods used (e.g.: a group of design information t test, 

two-factor factorial analysis of variance design data between multiple pairwise comparisons of 

mean q test, etc.), and to the statistics specific values (such as: t = 3.45, χ2 = 4.68, F = 6.79, etc.). 

When it comes to population parameters (such as the overall mean, the overall rate, etc.), at the 

same time gives significant test results, and then gives 95% confidence intervals. Statistical 

symbols refer to GB 3358-1982 "statistical terms and symbols," all use italic typography. When P 

<0.05 (or P <0.01), indicating "statistically significant difference" between the control group and 



not say "significant (or very significant) difference." 

Abbreviations 

Abbreviations should be defined at first mention and used consistently thereafter. Abbreviations 

not disassemble migration. 

References 

The list of references should only include works that are cited in the text and that have been 

published or accepted for publication. Personal communications and unpublished works should 

only be mentioned in the text. Do not use footnotes or endnotes as a substitute for a reference list. 

The entries in the list should be numbered consecutively.  
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